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Abstract 

Liquid metal technologies for liquid lead and lead-bismuth alloy are under wide 

investigation and development for advanced nuclear energy systems and waste 

transmutation systems. Material corrosion is one of the main issues studied a lot recently 

in the development of the liquid metal technology. This study reviews corrosion by liquid 

lead and lead bismuth, including the corrosion mechanisms, corrosion inhibitor and the 

formation of the protective oxide layer. The available experimental data are analyzed by 

using a corrosion model in which the oxidation and scale removal are coupled. Based on 

the model, long-term behaviors of steels in liquid lead and lead-bismuth are predictable. 

This report provides information for the selection of structural materials for typical 

nuclear reactor coolant systems when selecting liquid lead or lead bismuth as heat 

transfer media. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the key limitations of design and application of liquid metal/alloy coolant 

systems in advanced nuclear reactors is the ability of the available structural materials to 

resist corrosion. Liquid metal corrosion has been recognized to be one of the serious 

problems in use of liquid metal/alloy at high temperature systems and has been studied 

widely since liquid metals/alloys were considered to be candidates of the coolant of 

nuclear fast reactors. Compared with corrosion by aqueous media which has been found· 

to be primarily an electro-chemical process, corrosion by liquid metal such as liquid lead 

and lead-bismuth alloy is a physical or physical-chemical process involving dissolution 

of material constituents, transportation in the two phases (liquid and solid) and reactions 

between corrosion products and impurities l
. It has been reported that the corrosion by 

liquid metals/alloys can change the microstructure, composition, and surface morphology 

of the structural materials, which affects the mechanical and physical properties of the 

structural materials, etc., leading to a system failure. Therefore, liquid metal corrosion 

has been recognized as a failure of structural materials for advanced nuclear reactor 

systems as results of their high temperature physical and chemical interactions with liquid 

metals/alloys and containments. 

Liquid lead or lead bismuth eutectic (LBE) has been a primary candidate material 

for coolant in accelerator driven systems and in advanced nuclear reactors due to its 

. favorable thennal-physical and chemical properties. However, corrosion of structural 

materials presents a critical challenge in the use of liquid lead and LBE in advanced 

nuclear reactors. Full knowledge of the important characteristics of the flow-induced 

and/or enhanced corrosion is essential in the proper design and safe operation of liquid 

lead/LBE heat transfer circuits. 

Liquid lead and LBE corrosion is of great scientific and technological importance 

in the development of advanced nuclear reactors. It has developed into one of the 

important technologies in the field of nuclear science and engineering. During the last 

decade, a vast of literatures has been published. In the present studies, we focus on 

review of the experimental data on optimization of the protective oxide layer. The data 

will be analyzed by a corrosion model in which the oxidation and corrosion are coupled. 
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2. Corrosion and Corrosion Inhibitor 

One of the effective methods for reducing the corrosion rate of structural materials 

by liquid lead and LBE is adding corrosion inhibitor to the liquid up to a certain. 

concentration. By definition, a corrosion inhibitor is a chemical substance that when 

added in small concentration to an environment, effectively decreases the corrosion rate 

by forming a protective films which give the surface a certain level of protection. For 

liquid lead and its alloy LBE, the corrosion inhibitor can be roughly classified into to 

categories: metallic inhibitors and nonmetallic inhibitors. 

Most of the studies prior to 1980s for reducing the corrosion by liquid lead and 

LBB focused on the metallic inhibitors. The general metallic inhibitors are Zr and Ti 

which were found to be very effective. Recently, oxygen was recognized to be an 

effective non-metallic inhibitor for liquid lead and LBE corrosion. The recent studies 

focus on how to control the oxygen level and what the protective oxide layer behaviors 

were in liquid lead and LBB environments. 

2.1 Corrosion by liquid lead 

The relative resistance to corrosion by liquid lead of 24 various metals and alloys 

were tested in a thermal convection loop with a temperature of 800°C at the hottest 

section and of SOO°C at the coldest section2
,3. The flow rate was not measured and was 

estimated to be O.Scmls. The mass transfer materials were collected in the bend at the 

bottom of the cold leg. Based on the test results, the test metals/alloys were divided into 

three groupS2: 

• 	 High corrosion resistance group included columbium and molybdenum. Neither 

of these metals suffered noticeable corrosion and mass transfer (deposition) under 

the test condition. It was reported there was no mass transfer for this group. 

• 	 Mediate corrosion resistance group included Hastelloy B, 410 and 446 stainless 

steel, Fe-14Cr-2Si, Ni-2SMo, Co-4SCr, Fe-SOMo, Fe-37cr-16Ni, and Fe-SOCr. 

For this group, there was usually little mass transfer. 

• 	 Low corrosion resistance group included Ni, Ta, Co, Cr, Fe, Be, Inconel, 304 and 

310 stainless steels. For this group, there was heavy mass transfer, and the metals 

in this group also suffered relatively severe intergranular attack. 
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Therefore, of the 24 types of metals and alloys, only Mo and Nb were found to possess a 

high degree of resistance to mass transfer. The common structural and alloying metals 

such as iron, chromium and nickel were very inferior in this respect. Certain alloys of 

these metals, however, exhibited a considerable higher resistance to mass transfer, which 

could be attributed to intermetallic compound formation in the alloys2. 

Ni-Cr-Fe alloy, Nb, Mo, 304-, 347-, 446-stinless steels, and Armco Iron were 

tested in a loop with a high temperature of 800°C and a temperature of500°C built in Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL)4. The experimental results indicated that alloys with 

high Ni content, such as Ni-Cr-Fe alloy and 347 stainless steel showed lower resistance 

to the corrosion by liquid lead compared with no Ni alloys. Similar to the result by 

Cathcart & Manly2, Nb and Mo shows no corrosion. In another loop by ORNL, it was 

found that Croloy 2-1/4 (Fe-2.25Cr-1Mo) exhibited 25.4-203 pm of attack at 593-654 DC, 

and Nb-IZr showed no attack after 5280 hours to lead at 760°C5
• 

Ali-Khan6 reported that the corrosion rate of Cr and austenitic steel was in the 

range of 42-320 jJTfl at 600°C for 1000-2000 hours exposure, while Nb, Bb-5V, and V 

showed no attack at 625°C for 1858 hours exposure. In these tests, it was also found that 

the corrosion rate increases with external stress in the materials, for example, the 

corrosion at the bend region of U shape sample was much higher than in the rest ofother 

specimens. 

In the two thermal loops 7 with a maximal temperature 550°C and a minimal 

temperature 470°C made of Chromesco 3 steel and EM12 steel, the corrosion at the hot 

section was about 90 jJTfl per 3000 hours for chromesco 3 and 30 jJTfl for EMI2. In the 

cold section, an abundant deposit of iron crystals up to several millimeters thick was 

formed on Chromesco 3 steel, while the deposition is much thinner (0-35 jJTfl) on EMI2. 

The lower corrosion rate of EMI2 compared with that of Chromesco 3 steel was 

attributed to the fact that some protective oxide layer was found on the surface of EM12. 

Other tests by Asher et al8 in loops with maximal temperature 700°C and minimal 

temperature 550 °C showed that Hastelloy N was severely attacked in only 4 days, and 

Croloy 2-1/4 was severely attacked in 15 days, and molybdenum showed no attack in 282 

days. 
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James and Trotman's9 results (Table 1) from a thermal convection loop with 

maximal temperature 800°C and temperature difference 100°C show that the low alloy 

has the highest resistance among the steel considered. 

2.2 Corrosion by liquid bismuth 

Liquid Bismuth is more corrosive than liquid lead. Without adding inhibitor, the 

corrosion rate of the same materials by liquid bismuth is about 40 times greater than that 

by liquid lead at the same operation condition as shown in Table 1. Tests by James & 

Trotman9 indicated that the steels containing large amounts of nickel and manganese, had 

very low corrosion resistance in liquid bismuth due to the high solubility of these 

elements. Experimental results for the corrosion rate ofdifferent steels are given in Table 

2, which confirmed the conclusion. A general trend of the corrosion rate was made as9: 

18-8 Stainless steel>13%Cr-Fe>low alloy steels, which indicates that the corrosion rate 

increases with Cr content increasing. However, this trend can only be applied to the cases 

of clear bismuth or oxygen getter such as Mg is added. If there is oxygen in the liquid, the 

oxide layer forming on the surface can protect the materials, resulting in an inverse trend: 

the corrosion rate decreases with the content Cr increasing, which was reported by 

Wilson et al lO and noted by James & Trotman9. 

The effects of the content of Ni and Mn in the steel on the corrosion rate by 

bismuth are equally deleterious9. Experimental result for CRM6 steels with different total 

content ofMn and Ni are shown in Fig. I. Although the results are scattered, the trend is 

that the corrosion rate increases with content of Mn and Ni increasing as shown by the 

fitted line in the figure. 

The corrosion rate of 2.25 Cr-IMo in liquid bismuth was studied by Horsley & 

Maskrey in convection loops 11. The results indicate that the corrosion rate is at least 

16.51mmJyr year in the temperature range of 475-625 °C with flow velocities of 3-4 

mmJs. Test results by Deville & Foley12 indicate that the corrosion rate of 2.25Cr-IMo 

steel in flowing liquid bismuth is affected by the heat treatment applied on the specimen. 

Waide et alB discussed an in-pile corrosion test loop made of2.25Cr-IMo steel operating 

at temperatures 500°C and 425 °C. 
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Carbon steels with varying content of Cr were examined by Dawe et al up to 

temperature 550°C in liquid bismuthl4
. It was reported that a 12%Cr steel showed the 

least mass transfer rate, and no corrosion was observed after 2500 hours ofoperation. In a 

loop made of 347 stainless steel15
, after 100 hours operation with maximal temperature 

900°C and temperature difference 280 °c, only limited corrosion was observed. 

In a loop made of 2.25Cr-IMo with a maximal temperature 488°C and minimal 

temperature 412 °c, it was reported that the corrosion rates ofTa, Mo-0.5Ti and Be were 

0.102, 5.82, 17.5 I.Un/yr, respectively, at a liquid bismuth velocity of 2.4 m Is. 

2.3 Corrosion by liquid lead-bismuth alloys 

Along with the studies on corrosion by liquid lead and bismuth, studies on the 

corrosion by liquid lead-bismuth alloy were carried as early as 1950s. Cygan seems to be 

the first researcher who built two convection loops to study the corrosion of several steels 

in flowing lead-bismuth alloy16,17. One loop was made of low carbon steel (1015 steel) 

and the other one was made of 400-series steels. The maximal temperature is 450°C and 

the temperature difference is about 270 °c. The flow velocity was in the range of 3.3-6.1 

cm/s. When a small pocket containing a permanent magnet was attached to the cold leg· 

exit, the low-carbon steel loop was able to operate for over 11000 hrs, without stopping 

by stoppage of the flow path. Experimental results were summarized by Park et at5
• as 

following: 

• 	 When a steel surface is not completely deoxidized, impurities (Bh03, Pb30 4) 

rather than corrosion products appeared to be the major factors resulting in the 

stoppage ofpassage; 

• 	 a possible method ofmetal purification might be the use of magnetic trap; 

• 	 low-carbon steel appeared to be a useful container for the liquid up to 454°C; 

and 

• 	 there was no advantage in using 410 or 446 stainless steel up to 454°C. 

Failure was reported in loops made of 347 and 430 stainless steel, which was 

because of the plugs formed by mass transfer products18. Akutagawa & Ogawa4 tested 

304, and 316 stainless steel, middle steel, 5AI-Fe, 5Cr-0.5Mo-I.5Si steel, monel, and Ni 

in a Pb-Bi eutectic loop with a maximal temperature 800°C, the results indicated that the 
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304, 316, 5Cr-0.5Mo-1.5Si steel and 5AI-Fe showed little corrosion, while other 

metals/alloys were severely attacked. 

Romano et al. I9 measured the corrosion rate of Croloy 1-114 (Fe-O.15C-1.25Cr

O.5Mo) steel in liquid Pb-Bi mixture by running loops at a temperature up 650°C and an 

average velocity of 1.5cmls. The results was summarized in Table 3. Clearly, without 

inhibitor added, Croloy 1-114 cannot be used as the container materials of liquid lead

bismuth alloys. 

The corrosion rate of a steel exposed to liquid lead-bismuth alloys depends on the 

liquid composition. The corrosion rate as a function of Pb and Bi content in the liquid 

alloy obtained by IlinceYo is shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, the corrosion rate of the same steel 

increases with the content of Bi increasing. The figure also shows that corrosion rate is 

almost linear to the activity of Bi. Based on this phenomenon, the author suggested a 

correlation to estimate to the corrosion rate (Rph-Bi) by liquid lead-bismuth alloy if the 

corrosion rates by liquid lead ( Rpb ) and bismuth ( RBi) were known: 

(1) 

where apb and aBi are the activity ofPb and Bi in the liquid metal alloy, respectively. The 

figure also shows that the corrosion rate increases with the content of Cr in the steel 

increasing, which is similar to the cases in liquid bismuth and lead. 

Fig. 3 shows corrosion rate of some steels in liquid Pb, Bi and Pb-Bi as a function 

of temperature20
• As shown in the figure, liquid bismuth is the most corrosive among the 

three types of liquids. All the corrosion rate functions exhibit an exponential trend. Based 

on the figure, Ilincev20 concluded that the steel corrosion was not dependent on the 

number of alloying elements; prolonged exposure and extraction of elements more prone 

to dissolution, slich as Ni, Mn and Cr, left corrosion of various types of steel to be 

determined mainly by the dissolution rate of the primary element, i.e. Fe. 

2.4 Metallic inhibitors 

Table 1 through Table 3 as well as Fig. 3 show that the corrosion rate by liquid 

lead, bismuth and lead-bismuth can be significantly reduced through adding Zr or Ti into 
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the liquid. Titanium and zirconium are typical corrosion inhibitors for the corrosion by 

liquid leadlbismuth. It has been reported that the addition of 50-50Oppm of zirconium or 

titanium to the liquid heavy metal can inhibit corrosion of steels by reacting with nitrogen 

and carbon from the steel to form inert~ adherent surface layers of ZrN~ TiN~ or 

TiN+TiC21 which were found to be entirely compatible with liquid Bi and Pb22
• 

Considering that the protective film is formed by the chemical reaction between the 

inhibitor (Zr or Ti) in the liquid with the carbon as well as the nitrogen in the steel, the 

content of N and C in the steels play important role on the inhibition efficiency. 

Corrosion of iron9 with different content of N and C in liquid bismuth is shown in Table 

4. The weight loss decreases with the total content of the N and C in iron. However~ the 

carbon seems to be more efficient than nitrogen based on this table~ which can be also 

drawn form results in Table 2. Different from these results, results by Horsley &. 

Maskreyll indicate that the inhibition efficiency depends strongly on the nitrogen content 

in the steel, for steel 2.25Cr-IMo in liquid bismuth, the corrosion rate reduced to 

0.254mmlyr from 16.5lmmJyr by increasing the nitrogen content to 1.0% and the 

experimental tests also showed that it was possible to reduce the corrosion rate to 

0.0254mmJyr. The nitrogen effects were also found in liquid lead8
• 

For steel with high content ofCr such as 13Cr-Fe and 18 Cr-8Ni stainless steel, the 

corrosion rate is still very high as shown in Table 2 and Table 3~ indicating that the 

inhibition efficiency depends on not only the content of C and N but also on some other 

active consistent such as Cr, Si, W since these elements govem the availability of carbon 

and nitrogen at the liquid/solid interface. I1ince~o concluded that for low-and medium

alloy steels, adding Zr and Ti in the liquid could prevent corrosion almost completely at 

temperature below 700°C and partially even at 700-800°C, but stainless chrome-nickel 

steels were not subject to inhibition. 

Comparison of the microphotography of steels exposed to LBB without inhibitor 

and of a steel exposes to LBB with an inhibitor was shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, without 

inhibitor added, the corrosion attack by LBB was more than 40 f.1Jn as shown in Fig. 4a 

after 300 hours' exposure. However, with 1O-4Oppm Ti added, no corrosion attack layer 

was observed even after 6000 hours exposure in LBB as shown in Fig. 4b. 
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It was reported that it was necessary to continue adding inhibitor during operation. 

to main the protective layer19. Recently an experimenr3showed that the previous TiN 

coating on steel surface is promising protection and the layer seems to be not influenced 

neither by LBE nor static stress up to 200 MPa after 6000 hours exposure. However, this 

experiment was carried out at a low temperature 350°C, it is hard to conclude that we do 

not need to supply the inhibitor to main the inhibitor layer after it is formed at higher 

temperature. 

Without oxygen getter, tests were carried out in a loop with a Zr pipe24. Zr entered 

into LBE through spallation of the previous formed Zr02. It was found that Zr in LBE 

inhibited the corrosion and affected the interaction layer between LBE and steel, but this 

effect is not due to forming a protective layer but due to consumption of oxygen in LBE 

by the presence of Zr. At higher temperature, a layer of Zr compounds (oxides and 

nitrides) were observed on the steel surface. However, the layer was found not to be 

tightly adhered and it was liable to spall off. 

Metallic inhibitor such as Ti and Zr in liquid lead and LBE inhibits the corrosion 

by reactions on the steel surface with minor constituent of the steel such as N and C. The 

reactions result in a surface layer such as (Ti, Zr)N or (Ti, Zr)C, which severe as a barrier 

to prevent dissolution of the steel components into the liquid lead or LBE. Therefore, any 

factor that affects the N and C activity in the steel will affect the inhibition efficiency. 

The possible stable nitrides25 in steels are ZrN, TiN, AlN, TaN, VN, ShN4, MnxNy , 

Cr2N, M02N. Considering that Zr, Ta and Ti are not commonly presented in steels, then 

increasing any of the left elements (AI, V, Si, Mn, Mo, Cr) will reduce the N activity in 

the steel and affect the formation ofthe protective inhibitive layer. 

It was reported that there was a critical C concentration below which the inhibition 

efficiency is 10~5. The critical concentration is significantly close to the value required 

to form Cr23C6, indicating that the excess carbon above the critical concentration is 

beneficial to the inhibition film formation. 

Through comparing the experimental results and theoretical prediction, Weeks & 

Klamut25 concluded that the formation of nitride film was controlled by the nitrogen 

diffusion through the film, while the carbide film was controlled by the carbon diffusion 

in the steel. Comparison between zirconium and titanium indicates that zirconium 
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appears to be the most effective inhibitor. The required concentration of zirconium in the 

liquid is slightly easier to maintain than titanium, also zirconium has a lower thermal 

neutron cross-section than titanium5
• 

2.5 Summary on corrosion by liquid lead, bismuth and LBE and metallic inhibitor effects 

• 	 There is no significant difference between the corrosion mechanisms of liquid 

lead, LBE and bismuth. Among the three liquids, bismuth is the most corrosive, 

while LBE is in the middle. For liquid lead-bismuth alloys, the corrosion rate 

increases linearly with activity ofbismuth in the liquid alloy. 

• 	 Without corrosion inhibitor added, Mo has a high corrosion resistance to the 

liquid and can be used as the contained materials. The corrosion of carbon 

steels, low-alloy steels and stainless steels is severe, and all these materials can· 

not be used as the container materials for liquid lead, bismuth, and LBE. 

• 	 Zr and Ti are effective metallic inhibitors for carbon steels and low-alloy steels, 

while for stainless steels the inhibition efficiency is low. 

• 	 The inhibition mechanism is to form a thin protective film through reactions 

between the inhibitor (Zr, Ti) and the minor constituents of the steel (nitrogen 

and carbon). The film is composed of(Zr, Ti)N or (Zr,Ti)C, or compounds. 

• 	 The formation of nitrides is controlled by the diffusion of nitrogen through the 

film, while the formation of carbides is controlled by the carbon diffusion in 

the steel. 

• 	 The affmity of Ti and Zr to form nitrides is higher (2-3 times2o
) than carbon .. 

Therefore, if enough active nitrogen is presented in the steel, protective nitride 

film will form, and after consuming of all active nitrogen, carbide film will 

start to grow. 

• 	 The inhibition efficiency is a function of the composition of the steel. Any· 

factor that reduces the activity of the nitrogen and carbon in the steel will 

reduce the inhibition efficiency. 

• 	 The film adheres to the steel surface, while film spalling can occur. 

Subsequently new film can form in the corroded region25 
• 
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• 	 Oxygen getter such as Mg needs to be added to get the oxygen in the liquid, 

otherwise the film composed of nitrides and oxides does not tightly adhere. 

2.6 Non-metallic inhibitor effects 

Oxygen has been found to be an effective non-metallic inhibitor in liquid lead and 

LBE systems. Instead of reaction with minor constituents of the steel like the metallic 

inhibitors, the oxygen reacts with the major components of the steel such as Fe, Cr and Ni 

to form a protective oxide layer. 

The active oxygen control technique26 exploits the fact that lead and bismuth are 

chemically less active than the major components of steels, such as Fe, Ni, and Cr. By 

carefully controlling the oxygen concentration in LBE, it is possible to maintain an iron 

and chrome based oxide film on the structural surfaces, while keeping lead and bismuth 

from excessive oxidization that can lead to precipitation contamination. The oxide film 

effectively separates the substrates from the liquid metal. Once this oxide film is formed 

on the structure surface, the direct dissolution of the structural materials becomes 

negligible because the diffusion rates of the alloying components are very small in the 

oxides layer. 

For example, an experimental result27 on the effects of oxygen in liquid lead on the 

corrosion behaviors of steels is shown in Fig. 5. For oxygen concentration below 

10-7 at% in lead, corrosion is determined by dissolution of alloy components because no 

effective oxide layer was formed and the corrosion rate increases significantly with 

decreasing oxygen concentration. Otherwise, at an oxygen concentration above 10-6 at% , 

oxide films forms on steel surfaces that can prevent the direct dissolution of alloy 

components. The oxide film thickness depends strongly on the oxygen concentration, and 

with oxygen concentration increasing, heavy oxidation results in deep corrosion attack as 

shown in the figure. Therefore, to avoid heavy dissolution and oxidation as well as to 

remain/restore the protective oxide films, the oxygen concentration in lead alloys needs 

to be actively controlled. 

It should be noted that inhibition efficiency of controlling oxygen depends not only. 

on the oxygen concentration at the surface, but also explicitly on steel/oxide 

compositions/microstructures. From the materials perspective, higher concentrations of 
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alloying elements that can fonn stable, adherent and dense oxides should reduce the 

oxidation rate. Consequently, for ferritic/martensitic steels, higher concentrations of Cr, 

Si, or Al result in lower oxidation rate and thinner oxide layers. 

It has been found that controlling the oxygen concentration in liquid lead and lead

bismuth for applications of nuclear power systems is an effective method to reduce the 

corrosion and enhance the structure life time. An ideal protective layer should be pore

free, crack-free and stress-free at operating temperatures. For practical lead-alloy systems, 

it is nearly impossible to attain such an ideal protective layer throughout the varying 

environment. However, it is possible to achieve acceptable perfonnance by controlling 

oxygen level in liquid metals, adjusting steel compositions or surface conditions, system 

configurations or operating conditions. Recently studies focus on characterizing the 

properties of the oxide layer fonning under liquid lead and LBE environments and 

finding techniques to enhance the protective efficiency. 

3. Oxidation of steels in liquid lead under oxygen controlled 

The main components of iron based steels such as Fe, Cr and Ni have lower 

solubility in liquid lead than in LBE in a considered temperature range28 
, resulting in 

lower corrosion rate in liquid lead. However, liquid lead is still a corrosive media, and 

without protection, the corrosion of steels by liquid lead for the application of nuclear 

coolant is not acceptable. Oxygen controlled technology has been developed for liquid 

lead technology to fonn the protective oxide layer to increase the corrosion resistance of 

the steel exposed to liquid lead. In this section, we will review the experimental data on 

the oxidation of steel in liquid lead under controlled oxygen concentrations. 

3.1 Oxidation of Steels in Static Liquid Lead 

The easy way to study the oxidation of steel in liquid lead with oxygen control is to 

insert a sample into liquid lead in a static capsule whose temperature is easily to be 

controlled. However, it is necessary to notice that the results from an experiment of a 

static capsule cannot be applied directly because the effect of flow velocity is not 

included. 

AfSf 316L steel 
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Samples of AISI 316L steel were tested was test at temperature 737K in static 

liquid lead with saturated oxygen for 700 and 1200 hours29. It was found that the oxide 

layer was very thin and the thickness was in the range of 2-4 f.111t after 1200 hours' 

exposure. Ni was accumulated at the interface between the oxide layer and the steel. The 

composition of the oxide layer is 'Fe(Fel-xCrxh04. The oxide layer was protective. 

1.4790 steels 

Austenitic steel 1.4790 was tested at 823 K in liquid lead with oxygen 

concentration 0.06 ppm up to 300 hours3o. Duplex oxide layer structure was found as well 

as an oxygen diffusion layer underneath the oxide layer. The outer layer of the duplex 

oxide layer was composed by Fe304, while the inner layer was composed by Fe2+(Fel_ 

/+Cr/)204, containing Pb. It was found Ni was strongly depleted in the inner oxide 

layer, while it was accumulated at oxide/steel interface. The thickness of the oxide layer 

could research 16 f.111t after 3000 hours' exposure. 

If the surface of the sample was treated by pulsed electron beam (GESA) which 

leads to [mer grain at the surface area, the thickness of the outer layer and the oxygen 

diffusion layer could be reduced significant. If the surface was treated by AI-alloyed, no 

oxide layer and depletion of Ni was found. The thickness of the outer, the inner oxide 

layer and the oxygen diffusion layer of 1.4790 steel is given in Table 5. 

Mod. F82H steel 

Samples of F82H steel were tested at 793 K in static liquid lead with oxygen 

saturated for 2000 and 3700 hours31. The average thickness of the oxide layer was about 

20 and 40 f.111tafter exposed for 2000 and 3700 hours, respectively. The weight of the 

sample was increased. The oxide layer has a double-layer structure as shown Fig. 6. The 

outer layer, composed by Fe304 was not compact and has a colummner morphology. 

Metallic lead was detected in the outer layer, while no Fe-Pb-O ternary compound was 

found. Compared with the outer layer, the inner layer was more compact and was 

composed by (Fe Cr)304. The thickness of the two sub layers increases along with the 

exposure time, indicating that the layer itself is not protective against oxidation in 

oxygen-saturated liquid lead containing an additional source of oxygen. On the other 
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hand, Cr-free sublayer might have favored the embedding of very small particles of 

metallic lead3l . 

Duplex oxide structure was also reported at a lower temperature (737K) at oxygen 

saturation for 200 and 1200 hours exposure29. The outer layer was also found to be Fe304 

with particles of metallic lead, while the inner layer was found to be spinel Fe(Fel_ 

xCrx)204. The outer layer, having columnar morphology, was typical growth along the 

direction ofthe diffusion species. 

At temperature 793K and oxygen saturation, No significant weight change or 

alteration was observed on the aluminized samples after exposed for 3700 hours29. No 

oxide layer was detected by XRD. However, it was possible to think: that the oxide layer 

Ah03 was formed on the surface which had a very thin thickness and was against the 

oxidation and corrosion. Then one can conclude that the aluminized coating can protect 

the steel from both oxidation and corrosion during the exposure to liquid lead at this 

temperature. 

OPTFER steel 

Samples of OPTFER steel were tested at 823K in static liquid lead with 0.06ppm 

oxygen30
• Three kinds of attack layers were investigated at the surface area: a duplex 

oxide layer and a diffusion layer under the oxide layer. The outer oxide layer that ended 

at the original specimen surface, consisted of magnetite without appreciable Cr 

concentration. This layer was brittle because many defects exited caused by spallation of 

scale parts. In the inner oxide layer, composed Fe-Cr spinel, rooted in the pore belt. At 

some place, the spinel layer was not found. The thickness for the different layers is given 

in Table 6. 

If the surface was treated by an electron pulse (GESA) before the test, the size of 

the magnetite scale is smaller and more compact than that of the untreated surface. 

However, this layer could also spalled-off. If the surface was treated by AI-alloyed, no 

oxidation and no corrosion were reported. 

EP823 steel 
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Samples of EP823 steel were tested in stagnant oxygen-containing liquid lead in an 

oxygen concentration range of0.0 1 to 0.1 ppm at 923K up to 3500 hours32. Before testing, 

the sample was subjected to the procedure of thermal treatment in vacuum, after which a· 

very thin (~20 nm) Cr-based oxide layer was formed on the surface. After holding in the 

liquid lead for 20 hours, the thickness of the oxide formed in the stage of thermal 

treatment became thicker and the silicon content in the oxide increased. It was found that 

the growth of the oxide layer occurred most intensely at the sites of appearance of grain 

boundary on the surface and propagated in the course of time over the entire surface. 

With increasing the test time up to 3500 hours, the iron-based oxide layer was observed 

on the top of chrome-based oxide layer. No lead was found in the oxide. It was reported 

that the oxide film formed on the surface ofEP823 steel was protective. 

20Kh13 steel 

Such steel was tested at a temperature range of 873 to 973K in stagnant liquid lead 
33with an oxygen concentration in the range of 0.1 to 0.4 ppm . It was found that a 

heterogeneous structure was formed in the interaction zone. The structure consists of an 

external intermediate layer, a thin oxide film and porous substrate layer. The intermediate 

layer, having the same compositions as the steel, appeared very inhomogeneous at the 

interface. The density of this layer significantly decreased with decreasing the distance 

from the matrix. Lead was found to be accumulated at the boundaries. This layer has very 

poor adhesion to the surface and can be readily removed. 

The oxide layer, separating the substrate from the intermediate layer, was found to 

be very thin and composed ofFeCr204 and Cr203 compounds. The layer is too thin to be 

detected by X-rays. However, this film inhibited the process of penetration of lead into 

the matrix, but it could not prevent the process of diffusion of components of the matrix 

into the liquid. As a result, vacancies were found in the substrate in the interaction area. 

These vacancies were accumulated on the structural defects and formed a porous zone 

penetrable for oxygen in the surface area. 

The 20Kh13 steel was also tested in stagnant liquid lead saturated with oxygen 

(-60ppm) at 923K up to 500 hours34. Very different phenomena were found compared 

with the tests in liquid lead with lower oxygen concentration. Duplex oxide layer was 
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fonned on the steel surface. The outer layer was composed of (Fel_xPb,,;)O·Fe203 and the 

inner layer was composed of (Fel-xPbx)O ·(Fel-yCry)203. Both layers symmetrically grow 

with respect to initial "solid-metal-melt" interface. Lead was not found in the substrate 

and it was fixed only in the oxide layer. 

Fe-16Cr and Fe-l6Cr-1AI alloys 

Fe-16Cr and Fe-16Cr-lAI alloys were tested at 923K in stagnant liquid lead with 

different oxygen concentrations35
,36. For low oxygen concentration «O.Olppm), a very 

thin oxide layer (1-5 pm) fonned on the surface which was composed of Fe304 after 1000 

hours. Lead was found in both the oxide layer and the substrate. The concentration of 

chromium at the surface under the oxide layer was substantially increased due to the 

outwards diffusion of iron. The oxide layer could not prevent the diffusion of iron and the 

penetration of liquid lead. 

As increased the oxygen concentration to 0.48ppm, the composition and the 

structure of the oxide layer were substantial changed. For example, the thickness of oxide 

layer fonned on the surface of Fe-16Cr-lAI alloys was about 50-60 pm after 1000 hours 

and its structure had four different zones as shown in Fig. 7 based on the compositions of 

the layer. The Zone I was characterized by the presence of a porous surface oxide layer 

with high concentration of iron and lead and low concentrations of chromium and 

aluminum. The main composition of this layer was magnetite and lead. The Zone II was. 

composed of a Fe304-FeCr204 solid solution with the structure of the spinel. Compared 

with the composition of Zone I, the eoncentration of chromium and aluminum was 

enriched in this layer. Zone III was fonned by a solid solution based on a -Fe and 

enriched with chromium and aluminum. Internal oxidation was observed, which resulted 

in the fonnation of chromium and aluminum oxides mainly along the grain boundary. 

Zone N had the same phase composition as the matrix, but oxide compounds were also 

observed at the grain boundary. 

For the oxygen saturated liquid lead, the oxide layer grew fast and could research a 

thickness about 30 pm after 17 hours for Fe-16Cr alloy and 20 pm after 13 hours for Fe-

16Cr-IAI alloy, then exfoliation ofthe oxide was observed. The oxide film was mainly 
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composed of magnetite in which some oxide particles were found. Lead was also 

detected in the oxide film. 

The experimental results by Fedirko et at3S,36 also indicated that the oxidation rate 

as well as the corrosion loss of the alloy decreased with increasing the content of Cr and 

Al in the alloy. 

The experimental results of the steel tested in oxygen contained liquid lead are 

summarized in Table 6. 

3.2 Oxidation of Steels in flowing Liquid Lead 

Compared with tests of steel in stagnant liquid lead, tests of steels in flowing liquid 

lead are scarce. Up to now, only two references are available (Glasbrenner et ae7and 

Gorynin et aes). 

Austenitic 1.4970 and 1.4948 steels 

The austenitic steels 1.4970 and 1.4948 were tested at 823K in a liquid lead 100p37 

in which the oxygen concentration was controlled in the range of 0.3-0.4 ppm. The 

temperature difference of the loop was 150K and the flow velocity of the liquid was· 

1.9m1s. After 3000 hours of exposure, a very thin oxide layer formed on the steel surface 

(~2pm) which was found to be protective and could prevent the dissolution attack of the 

liquid lead at least during the 3000 hours ofexposure. 

If the surface of these austenitic steels was treated by GESA, very different oxide 

layer structure was formed compared with the one without treated by GESA under the 

same experimental conditions. Up to 3000 hours of exposure, a pretty thick (~0.38 pm 

for 1.4948 and 36.54 pm for 1.4970) duplex oxide layer was observed on the steel 

surface. 

The outer layer was composed of pure magnetite. Other elements like chromium, 

nickel and lead were not detected in this layer. The inner layer contained iron, chromium,· 

nickel and oxygen, corresponding to an iron-chromium spinel plus nickel. In the inner 

layer, the concentration of iron and chromium was almost constant, while the 

concentration of oxygen decreased slowly and the concentration of nickel increased 

slightly towards the steel side. It was found that the concentration of chromium and 
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nickel in the inner layer was greater than that in the substrate steel. No oxide spallation 

was reported up to 3000 hours' test and the oxide layer was expected to be protective. 

Ferritic OPT/FE and EM 10 steels 

Ferritic Optifer and EM 10 steels were also tested in the same liquid lead 100p37. 

After 3000 hours of exposure, the micrograph showed the typical oxidation attack with 

three different zones. The layer at top was composed of magnetite without appreciable 

chromium concentration. The layer in the middle contained Fe-Cr spinel. Underneath the 

oxide layer, an oxygen diffusion layer was observed in which oxides precipitate along the 

grain boundaries. The thickness of the duplex oxide layer increases with increasing the 

time of exposure. No dissolution of the steel components was reported and the oxide 

layer is expected to be protective. 

Unlike with the austenitic steels, GESA treatment had no obvious influence on 

oxide layer structure as well as on the composition of the oxide layer. 

FelCrlNilSi alloys 

Kinds of Fe/CrlNi/Si alloys were tested in a liquid lead 100p38 up to13500 hours at 

823K. The temperature difference of the loop was 200K and the flow velocity was in the 

range of0.5-3 mls. The oxygen concentration was controlled in the range of 0.001-1 ppm. 

The thickness of the oxide layer was found to increase with time as shown in Fig. 8. No 

more information on the oxide layer structure was reported. 

The experimental results of the oxide layer formed in flowing lead are summarized 

in Table 7. 

3.3 Summary experimental results 

• 	 Except for the experiments at 923K, experiments at other temperatures show that 

the oxide layer formed on the surface of steels are protective. 

• 	 For ferritic/martenstic steels, the oxide layer always has a duplex-layer structure. 

For austenitic steels, the oxide layer has single-layer structure if the temperature is 

below 823 K, while at 823 K, both single-layer and duplex-layer structures were 
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reported in stagnant systems, and only single-layer structure was found in flowing 

systems. 

• 	 GESA treatment has significant effects on austenitic steels in flowing systems. It 

not only enhances the oxidation rate but also changes the single-layer structure 

formed on the steel without GESA treatment to duplex-layer structures. However, 

GESA treatment has very few effects on austenitic steel in stagnant systems and 

few effects on ferritic steels in both flowing and stagnant systems. 

• 	 Aluminized treatment can prevent both corrosion and oxidation. Therefore, it is 

an effective way to enhance the corrosion resistance of steels in liquid lead 

environments. 

• 	 Oxygen diffusion layer underneath the oxide layer was reported for ferritic steels 

in both stagnant and flowing systems, but was found for austenitic steels only in 

stagnant systems. 

• 	 In stagnant systems, metallic lead was found in the oxide layer if the temperature 

is below 823 K. While, lead exists as oxide compounds at 923K. No lead was 

found in the oxide layer in a flowing system. 

• 	 The protective efficiency depends on the oxide composition contacting with the 

liquid lead. The magnetite layer has a lower protective efficiency compared with 

the Fe-Cr spinel 

4. Oxidation of steels in LBE under oxygen controlled 

Without protection, lead-bismuth eutectic is more corrosive to common stainless 

steels than liquid lead under the same operating conditions. Along with the studies on 

corrosion by liquid lead, there are more studies on corrosion by lead-bismuth eutectic 

recently, most of which were focus on how to developing the protective oxide layer on 

steels using for structural materials for LBE systems to enhance to the life time. 

4.1 Oxidation of Steels in Stagnant LBE 

AlSI 316L steel 
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This steel was tested 573, 673 and 749K in stagnant LBE with oxygen saturated39
• 

At 573 and 673K, a very thin oxide layer «1 fD'l) formed on the steel surface after 5000 

hours. At 749K , the thickness of the oxide layer can researched 2-4 fD'l after 1200 hours. 

The layer has a single structure and was composed ofFe(Fel-xCrxh04. 

Experiments were also carried out at 823K with saturated oxygen40. The corrosive 

behaviors at this temperature were very different from those at lower temperatures. After 

1500 hours, a thin oxide scale was found in few areas and the most of the parts of the 

edge has a spongy appearance as shown in Fig. 9. It was found that spongy layer was 

mainly composed of Fe and 0, and the Cr and Ni content in this layer was about 5 and 2 

wt% respectively, which is much less than the original content in the steeL After 3000 

hours, PbBi was found underneath the spongy layer. The corrosion mechanisms at this 

temperature were the dissolution of the steel components and the penetration of the liquid 

metal. It was expected that the deepness of liquid metal penetration increases with 

increasing the time of exposure. 

Another test at 823 K with oxygen saturated was carried by Gnecco et a141 . After 

550 and 1000 hours, a two-phase oxide scale composed of magnetite and a spinel zone 

underneath with a thickness about 7-8 microns was found on the steel surface. The spinel 

layer was found to be Fe(Fel_xCrx)204 plus nickel. In some areas, lead and bismuth were 

found in the· magnetite layer. At the same temperature while reducing the oxygen 

concentration to 3.9xI0-5 ppm, liquid attack was observed after 550 hours and the liquid 

penetration layer could reach 60 microns after 2000 hours. In the whole penetration zone, 

nickel and chrome was depleted (Ni: <Iat.% and Cr: <lOat.%). 

At 873 K with oxygen concentration of 4.7ppm, a duplex-layer oxide film was 

developed on the surface in a static LBE42. In general, the oxide film is homogeneous and 

compact with a very high chromium content (-40%) and molybdenum enrichment (6

11%) in the spinel layer. No nickel participation was observed in the oxide, while the 

nickel was enriched in the layer beneath the oxide film up to -24%. Reducing the oxygen 

concentration to a value of 0.008ppm, the steel suffered a slight dissolution after 500 

hours of exposure. After 1500 hours, the liquid metal attack became significant and the 

attack layer could reach 63 micron meters. 
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Keeping H21H20 (0.3 and 0.03) in the cover gas, tests were carried out at different 

temperatures43 
• At 808 and 823 K, thin oxide layer was formed after 500 hours. However, 

at 873K no oxide layer was observed and a quite severe dissolution, up to 55 microns was 

detected. It was also reported that the oxide layer formed at 808 and 823 K after 500 

hours disappeared after 3000 h testing. 

316 steel 

Compared with the 3l6L steel, the 316 steel has higher carbon content. Such steel 

was tested at 723 and 823 Kin LBE with oxygen saturate~. At 723 K, Neither corrosion 

nor oxidation was observed after 3000 hours of exposure obviously. At 823 K after 3000 

hours, a thin oxide film was formed on the steel surface, and beneath the oxide layer a 

ferritic layer was observed due to the deletion of the nickel, indicating that the film can 

not protect the dissolution ofNi. 

304Lsteei 

At 723 K and an oxygen concentration of 4.7 ppm, neither oxide nor dissolution of 

the steel components was observed after 1500 hours of exposure. Reducing the oxygen 

concentration to -0.0008ppm, the steel showed minor signs of dissolution after 2400 

hours of exposure. At 873K and an oxygen concentration 4.7ppm, a very thin oxide film 

(-0.5 microns) was observed after 100 hours. After 1500 hours, similar oxide film was 

detected and carbide precipitation at grain boundaries was found42
• Even the oxygen 

concentration was reduced to 0.008ppm, the steel presented an excellent behavior at 

873K43 
• 

410 and 430 steels 

The behaviors of 410 and 430 steels in LBE with oxygen saturated at 723K and 

823K were similar44
• The oxide formed on the surface was composed of Fe-Cr oxide and 

the Cr content in the oxide was about 12%. No decrease in Cr and Fe concentration near 

the surface region was observed. 

F82Hsteei 
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Such steel was tested at 749 K in stagnant LBE with oxygen saturated39. Duplex 

oxide layer structure was observed after 700 hours of exposure. The outer layer, mainly 

composed of Fe304, had columnar morphology. Lead was also found in the layer. The 

inner layer, composed of Fe(Fel-xCrxh04, was more compact and no lead was found in 

the inner layer. The thickness of oxide layer was 18 and 34 pm after 700 and 1200 hours 

exposure, respectively, which was thicker than the steel in liquid lead under the same 

operating condition. 

Short-term (500 hours) tests4S were carried out for this steel at 808 and 823K. At 

808K and an oxygen concentration of 0.003ppm, a duplex-layer oxide film was formed 

on the steel surface after 500 hours. The outer layer, mainly composed of Fe oxide was 

porous and brittle, and spallation of the most of the outer layer was observed. The inner 

layer, in where Cr was enriched, was composed of Fe-Cr spinel. Underneath the duplex 

oxide layer, cavities parallel to the specimen edges, apparently formed by the 

agglomeration of pores were detected. In some areas, the internal oxide layer was 

detached and lead-bismuth was observed between the oxide and steel. At 823K and an 

oxygen concentration of 0.004 ppm, the steel underwent a corrosion process instead of 

the oxidation process. A heterogeneous behavior among the specimens tested at such 

operating conditions was observed. Some of them showed dissolution with chromium 

depletion whereas in others non-protective oxide layers and dissolution areas with 

significant chromium enrichment and iron depletion were detected. 

Another experiment at 823K in LBE with oxygen saturated indicated that there was 

grain boundary corrosion beneath the oxide film44. 

At 873K with an oxygen concentration of 4.7ppm, duplex-layer oxide filmed was 

formed after 100 hours. Chromium enrichment as well as the presence of tungsten was 

observed in the spinel layer. At the same temperature while reducing the oxygen 

concentration to a value of 0.0008ppm, slight dissolution was observed after 1500 hours 

of exposure and chromium depletion was detected below the dissolution zone, while at 

723K and 0.0008ppm oxygen, no significant corrosion was observed after 2400 hours of 

exposure42. 

EM lOsteel 
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At 723 K and an oxygen concentration of 4.7ppm, an oxide layer covering the 

entire surface was developed after 500 hours of exposure. Increasing the temperature to 

873K, the oxide layer became thicker and has a duplex-layer structure. It appeared quite 

homogeneous and followed a linear law with time after an incubation period. Decreasing 

the oxygen concentration to a value of 0.0008ppm, no signs of corrosion were observed 

at 723 K after 2400 hours, while slight dissolution was observed at 873K after 1500 

hours42. 

JPCA steel 

At 723K, the thin Fe-Cr oxide film formed on the surface of JPCA steel in a static 

LBE with oxygen controlled seemed to be protective44. No decrease in Cr, Ni and Fe 

concentrations at the surface area was observed. While at 823 K, a ferritic layer with 

excessive decrease in Ni and Cr concentration was formed beneath the oxide film. 

MANET II steel 

This steel was tested at 573, 673 and 749K in stagnant LBE with oxygen 

saturated39. At 573K, the steel did not suffer corrosion attack and a very thin oxide layer 

«1 pm) could be observed after 5000 hours. At 673K, duplex layer oxide layer with a 

thickness about 1 pm was observed after 1500 hours and the thickness increased to 5 pm 

after 5000 hours. Similar phenomena were found at 749K, but the oxide layer became 

thicker. After 700 hours, the thickness was bout 11 pm and increased to 16 pm after 1500 

hours. For the duplex oxide layer, the inner layer was composed of Fe(Fel-xCrx)204 and 

the outer layer ofFe304. 

At 823 K in stagnant LBE with oxygen saturated, inter- and trans- granular attack 

of the liquid metal was observed after 1500 hours. Besides the liquid metal penetration, a 

thin oxide layer composed of iron, chrome and oxygen was also detected in some area. 

By increasing the testing time to 3000 and 5000 hours, the penetration of the liquid metal 

became more severe. 

SXsteel 
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Such steel has about 5% Si. At 823 K, a very thin (200-400nrn) oxide film was 

fonned after 3000 hours exposure to LBE with oxygen saturated44
• The film was an oxide 

composed of Si and O. Enrichment ofCr, Fe and Ni was not found. It was found this film 

was very protective because it prevents dissolution ofNi and Cr significantly. 

T91 steel 

Such steel was tested at 873 and 723 K in static LBE with different oxygen 

concentrations42
• At 873 K and an oxygen concentration of 4.7ppm, a quiet homogeneous 

duplex-layer structure and thick oxide layer was fonned. In the spinel layer, the 

chromium and molybdenum were significant enriched. When reducing the oxygen 

concentration to 0.0008ppm, corrosion attack was observed and the attack depth could 

reach 13 microns after 1500 hours of exposure. At 723K and an oxygen concentration of 

4.7 ppm, a thin oxide film was developed after 500 hours and the thin film covered the 

entire surface. When the oxygen concentration was reduced to 0.0008 ppm, no signs of 

corrosion were observed after 2400 hours of exposure. 

At 823K with saturated oxygen, duplex-layer oxide layer was found after 550 and 

1000 hours41 with a thickness of 7 and 12 microns, respectively. It was reported that the 

outer layer was not pure magnetite but containing 9 at.% Cr. An oxygen diffusion zone 

was found underneath the oxide layer. In the oxygen diffusion zone, spinel oxide was 

observed along the grain boundaries. At the same temperature while reducing the oxygen 

concentration to 3.9xlO-5 wt%, intergrannular was found after 550 hours and the liquid 

penetration could reach 30 microns after 2000 hours. 

ODS-Msteel 

Exposure tests of an ODS-M (Oxide dispersion strengthened martensitic) steel 

were perfonned in stagnant LBE at different temperatures and oxygen levels 46. An 

example of the cross-section view after 5000 hours of exposure to LBE containing 

O.Olppm oxygen at 823K is given in Fig. 10. The figure indicates that the oxide layer in 

LBE is much thinner than that in gas. The author thought the outer layer of the oxide 

layer fonned in LBE spalled off which resulted in a thin oxide layer. It was also reported 

that the thickness of the spinel layer is almost the same in the atmosphere and LBE. At 
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the same oxygen level while increasing the temperature to 873 and 923K, A thin Fe-Cr 

spinel oxide was observed that could partially protect the steel up to 2000 hours, and after 

5000 hours the protective layer disappeared partly but after 10000 hours the layer 

disappeared completely with the consequence of an overall dissolution. 

At an oxygen concentration of lO-4ppm, a thin protective Fe-Cr spinel oxide layer 

was formed completely covering the steel surface up to 2000 hours at 923K. Only in a 

few places, LBE penetrated through the oxide scale into small pores below the surface. 

Increasing the oxygen concentration to 1 ppm resulted in very different behaviors from 

the low oxygen concentrations. Duplex-structure oxide layer was formed and the layer 

broke off between 2000 and 5000 hours of exposure, and a renew scale was observed 

after 5000 hours. 

The oxidation behaviors of steels in stagnant LBE with containing oxygen are 

summarized in Table 8 

4.2 Oxidation of Steels in Flowing LBE 

Most of the experimental studies on corrosion by liquid LBE were carried out in 

non-isothermal flowing systems to mimic the conditions of a nuclear coolant system in 

advanced nuclear reactors. 

AlSI 316L steel 

Neither corrosion nor oxidation attack was observed at the cold test section (573K) 

and hot test section (743K) after 3000 hours in the CU-1M loop in which the flow 

velocity is 1.9 mls and the oxygen concentration was controlled in a range of 0.01-0.02 

ppm47
• In the same loop while increasing the temperature to 733K at the cold test section 

and 823K at the hot test section and the oxygen concentration to a range of 0.03-0.05 

ppm, very different corrosion behaviors were observed48
• At the cold test section, a pretty 

thin oxide layer « lllm for the time less than 2000 hours and -illm for the time 3000 

hours) was formed. The thin oxide layer was not protective and slot corrosion was 

detected on the steel surface after 2000 hours. The maximal depth of the slot was about 
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60 ~m. At the hot test section, only small piece of oxide layer was detected and local 

liquid metal corrosion could reach a value of 220 ~m. 

Neither component dissolution nor corrosion49 was found at 693K after tested of 

5000 hours at a condition with a flow velocity of 2 mls and an oxygen concentration of 

0.01 ppm. In the same loop, at the hot test section (873K) deep liquid metal penetration 

and massive ablation of the material by erosion was observed as shown in Fig. II. As 

reported by the authors, the penetration zone is depleted in Ni down to latJlo. Spallation 

was found at 823K with an oxygen concentration ofO.Olppm after 7200 hours exposure50
• 

If the steel surface is treated by wrapping AI-foil and heating at 1040 °C for 0.5 hour, the 

steel showed good corrosion resistance even at 873 K. While if the surface was treated by 

hot-dipping aluminization and annealing, severe attack and penetration of the liquid metal 

was observed even at 693K. Similar attack was also found at temperate 673 K in the 

LECOR loop with a flow velocity 3 mls and an oxygen concentration <7.3 X 10-4 ppm5J 

after tested 1500 hours. In the same loop while increasing the temperature to 723K, a 

corrosion process based on elemental dissolution has been found to be started52 after 

1000 hours exposure. 

A very thin protective oxide layer was formed after 1000 hours exposure at 643K 

for both 0.01 and 0.001 oxygen levels with a flow velocity 1.9 mls. While for the same 

condition at a higher temperature 873K, severe dissolution was observed for the low 

oxygen concentration (O.OOlppm), and severe oxidation was found at the high oxygen 

level (O.Olppm). For the both oxygen levels, flow-induced erosion was observed53
• While 

if the surface of the steel was coated by aluminum, the steel shows good corrosion 

resistance at 873K for the oxygen levels54
• 

316 steel 

When the oxygen concentration is low, the dissolution corrosion of 316 steel is 

severe. For example, the corrosion rate is in the range of 0.4-1.5mm1yr at 773K55
• While 

no dissolution corrosion was observed after tested 3000 hours in CU-lM loop at the cold 

(733K) and hot (823K) test sections48 with an oxygen concentration of 0.03-0.05 ppm 

and a flow velocity 1.9 mls. At the cold test section, the protective oxide layer has a 

single-layer structure, while at the hot test section the layer has a duplex-layer structure 
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with outer layer was composed of magnetite and inter layer was composed of Fe-Cr 

spinel. The layer became thicker with exposure time. 

Liquid metal penetration was observed at low oxygen levels6
• At 823 K and with a 

velocity of 2 m/s, It was reported that Pb penetrated into a depth of approximately 42 Jlffi 

in the outer region, while Pb-Bi penetrated into the depth of 208 Jlmin the intermediate 

region after 1000 hours exposure to LBE with an oxygen concentration of2.0x lO-sppm. 

1.4790 Steel 

Similar to 316 and 316L steels, 1.4790 steel has a high corrosion resistance at 

lower temperature such as 573 and 743K. No dissolution corrosion or oxidation47 was 

observed after 3000 hours exposure to LBE with an oxygen concentration of O.Olppm 

because of a very thin protective oxide layer7. By increasing the temperature to 823 and 

873K, both duplex- and single- structure oxide layer were observed after 2000 hours 

exposure49. Precipitation of chromium oxide was found in the grain boundaries of the 

spinel oxide zone represented by the dark network in Fig. 12. If the steel surface was 

alloyed by AI-foil wrapping, no dissolution attack or liquid metal penetration was visible 

even at 873K, while the dissolution corrosion could be accelerated by treating the steel 

surface through alloying the steel by Al hot dipping. 

Long term tests up to 7200 hours at an oxygen level of O.Olppm indicate that the 

duplex oxide layer formed at 823K is protective although oxide layer spallation was 

found and replaced by new protective one, while at 873K severe attack was found after 

2000 hours so. 

D-9 Steel 

At a test condition with an oxygen concentration 0.03-0.05ppm and a flow velocity 

of 1.9m/s, the behaviors ofD-9 steel in flowing LBE are similar to these of 3l6L steel. At 

733K, the thin protective oxide layer could reach 2-6 Jlm after 3000 hours. At 823K, 

duplex structure oxide layer with a thickness in the range of 2-36 Jlffi was found after 

2000 hours and the thickness increased to 40 Jlmafter 3000 hours. Both the duplex and 

single-structure oxide layers are protective up to 3000 hours exposure. 
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304, 304L and 321 steels 

Tests on these steels by Ilincev et al55 indicate that the corrosion rate of 304 and 

304L steel ranges from 0 to 800-12001lm/yr depending on whether the surface of the 

specimen had been passivated or grounded. The corrosion rate of 321 steel does not 

exceed 30-40 J.1m/yr. Considering that 321 steel has Ti compared with 304 steel, the 

corrosion rate may be reduced by the presence ofTi. If2% Si was added to the steels, no 

corrosion was detected. 

In the same test, specimens of 316 steel with a ground surface have a corrosion rate 

in the range of400-1500 J.1m/yr. 

HT-9steel 

At a test condition with an oxygen concentration of 0.03-0.05ppm and a flow 

velocity of 1.9m1s, non liquid metal corrosion was observed and a duplex-layer oxide 

layer was formed on the steel surface at 733 and 823K up to 3000 hours48 
• At 733K, the 

thickness of the oxide layer was 1-8, 12-14 and 14-16 J.1m after 1000, 2000 and 3000 

hours, while the thickness at 823K, was 8, 32-36 and 38 J.1m, respectively. The oxide 

layer is pretty uniform. 

T-91 steel 

At 573K, very thin oxide layer was formed up to 3000 hours for a tested condition 

with an oxygen concentration of O.Olppm and a flow velocity of 1.9m1s. The layer 

became to a duplex structure at the temperature 743K. The thickness of the oxide layer is 

11, 14 and 16 after 1000, 2000 and 3000 hours of exposure47
• At 873K, weight losses 

were found and a thick oxide layer was observed after 1000 hours (20-25 J.1ffi). The oxide 

layer was composed of three layers, and the outer layer, unlike the duplex oxide layer 

was not composed of magnetite but Fe-Cr spinel. The internal layer was an oxygen 

diffusion layer where the oxygen concentration progressively decreases to zero. The 

intermediate layer is locally observed. It is porous and heterogeneous and appears 

enriched in chromium and oxygen with low iron contentS3
• Reducing the oxygen 

concentration to O.OOl-O.OOOlppm, weight losses were measured as well as oxide layer 
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was observed after 1000 hours of exposure at both temperature 743 and 873K. The layer 

was 10-15 Jlm at 873K. Liquid metal penetration and cavities at the surfaceSl was found 

when the oxygen concentration was at the round of 3.1 x 10-6 ppm at 673K. 

T-410 steel 

At a condition with an oxygen concentration of 0.03-0.05ppm and a flow velocity 

1.9 mis, the steel was subjected to heavy liquid metal corrosion even at the lower 

temperature 733K after 2000 hours of exposure. The oxide was neither uniform nor 

continuous. No duplex-layer oxide structure was observed at 823K. 

SUS 405 and 430 steels 

At 823K, duplex oxide layer was observed after 1000 hours of exposure to a 

condition58 with an oxygen concentration of 17. and 3.7 xl0-4 ppm and a flow velocity of 

1m1s. 

MANET steels 

Such steel is designed for lower temperature applications. Under a condition with 

an oxygen concentration ofO.Olppm and a flow velocity of2 mis, thick oxide layer with 

a duplex-layer structure was developed during 2000 hours tests at 693 and 823K49. At 

823 K, the magnetite layer spalls off between 2000 and 4000 hours and also part of the 

spinel layer. A thin oxide layer and at some places a thicker one which replace the 

spalltion one again protects the surface50
• 

F82H steels 

Through bubbling gas with 10ppm oxygen at the hot section to control the oxygen 

concentration, Gomez Briceno et al59 reported that duplex-layer oxide formed on the steel 

surface at 823K. The inner layer was composed of Fe(Fe2_xCrx)04 and the outer layer was 

composed of magnetite. Up to 3000 hours, the oxide layer was found to be protective. At 

a lower oxygen concentration ( 2 x 10-5 ppm), Kondo et al58 found liquid metal penetration 

into grain boundary with a depth up to 22 Jlm after 1000 hours at 823K with a flow 
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velocity of 2m1s. Some vacancies were also observed around the interface between the 

Pb-Bi penetration region and the steel matrix, 

EM lOsteel 

At a condition with an oxygen concentration of O.Olppm and a flow velocity of 

2m1s, a thin oxide scale was found but not uniformly distributed, and there was no 

dissolution corrosion at 573K. At 743 K, duplex oxide layer was formed and the 

thickness is 15, 17 and 22 Jl111 after 1000, 2000 and 3000 hours47
, Reducing the oxygen 

concentration to a value of0.001 to 0.0001 ppm, although an oxide layer with a thickness 

of 5-10 Jl111 was formed on the surface after 970 hours, small with losses were measured. 

At 873K, dissolution corrosion was clear even at a higher oxygen concentration 

(0.01ppm)53. 

EP 823 steel 

Compared with other martensitic steels such as T-9land EM-IO, EP 823 steel has 

high resistance to both liquid metal corrosion and oxidation. At the same condition, the 

oxide layer formed on EP 823 is much thinner than that on T -19 and EM-l 0, but more 

protective47. 

Batman 27 and 28 steels 

At a low temperature (573K) with an oxygen concentration ofO.Olppm, the steel 

was covered with a thin oxide layer after 1000 hours of exposure and the thin oxide layer 

was protective. At 743 K, a duplex oxide was formed. The average thickness measured 

on Batman 27 was 10, 13 and 15 I1mafter 1000, 2000 and 3000 hours, respectively, and 

on Batman 27 the thickness was 12,15, and 17 Jl111. The duplex oxide layer was found to 

be protective47
• 

Optifer IVc steel 

Such steel has similar behaviors in flowing LBE to T-91 with the exception that the 

thickness of the oxide layer is much larger at the same conditions. For example, at 743 K 

with an oxygen concentration of 0.0 1 ppm and a flow velocity of 2 mis, the thickness of 
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the oxide layer varies from 16 Ilm for an exposure time of 1000 hours to 22 11m for 3000 

hours47
• 

4.3 Summary on oxidation of Steels in Flowing LBE 

• 	 At a low oxygen concentration «1O-4ppm), both austenitic and martensitic 

steels are subjected to liquid metal corrosion due to dissolution of the steel 

components. 

• 	 For Austenitic steel, very thin oxide layer composed of Fe-Cr spinel is formed if 

the temperature is lower than 773K. The thin oxide layer was reported to be 

protective. 

• 	 If the temperature is above 773K, duplex-layer or single-layer oxide film may 

be formed. For the duplex structure, it was found that the outer layer was mainly 

composed of magnetite and the inner layer was composed of Fe-Cr spinel plus 

nickel. The duplex-layer oxide film is protective at higher temperature, while 

single-layer film is not protective at least for 316L stainless steel. 

• 	 For austenitic steels, ferric layer can be formed underneath the protective layer. 

• 	 For martensitic steels, duplex-layer oxide film can be formed on the steel 

surface. The film can protect the steel from dissolution. While with increasing 

the temperature, the oxide layer becomes thicker and may spall off. 

• 	 For ODS steels, thicker duplex-layer oxide film is formed if the oxygen is high 

(>0.01ppm) and the magnetite layer can spall off with time, and thin single

layer oxide film is formed which is protective up to 923K if the oxygen 

concentration is low (~.OOOlppm). 

• 	 Increasing the content of Si in the steel can enhance both the corrosion and 

oxidation resistance. 

• 	 Among the austenitic steels considered, 304L appears to be the type having the 

highest resistance to both corrosion and oxidation. Among the marstenitic steels 

considered, EP 823 appears to be the type. 

• 	 Between 823 and 873K, there is a threshold temperature above which no 

protective oxide film can be formed and the steel (marstenitic and austenitic) is 

subjected liquid metal corrosion. 
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• 	 In some experiments, LBE was found in the magnetite layer when the 

temperature is high. 

• 	 In a flowing system, erosion was reported for 316L, while no such phenomenon 

was observed for 316 tested at the same conditions. 

• 	 If the steel surface was alloyed by AI-foil wrapping, the oxidation and 

dissolution resistance can be enhanced even at a high temperature such as 873 K. 

while the steel dissolution is accelerated by treating the steel surface through 

alloying the steel by AI-hot dipping. 

S. Analysis of the experimental data using the oxidation-corrosion 

interaction model 

The oxidation mechanisms of steels in oxygen controlled liquid lead and LBE 

systems were recently reviewed by Zhang & Li6o. Briefly, there are two competitive 

processes proceeding simultaneous at solid/liquid interface: oxidation and dissolution. 

Therefore, the growth of oxide layer in liquid metal follows a very different time. 

dependent function compared with that in gas. The Tedmon model61 for the oxidation 

process with evaporation was applied to govern the oxidation-corrosion interaction in 

liquid leadJLBE62. The model was rewritten in the following form: 

do =K _ 1) (2)dt 0 .. 'C, 

where 0 is the thickness of the oxide layer, Ko and Rc are the oxide layer growth rate 

and oxide removal rate by the liquid metal, respectively. For parabolic law, the oxide 

growth rate can be expressed: 

_ kp
Ko --' (3)

20 

where kp is the parabolic constant. The removal rate decreases in time for a stagnant 

liquid lead/LBE because the concentration of corrosion product approaches its solubility 

level. For a flowing system, especially for a non-isothermal loop system such as the 

coolant loop of a nuclear reactor, the scale removal rate can be treated as constant if the 

flow is fully turbulent flow and steady state. 
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For the parabolic oxidation rate and the constant scale removal rate, an 

approximate solution was obtained for short term62
: 

o=(2Rc0iY/2 - ~Ret. (4)
3 

The steady state thickness Os is defined by: 

o =~ (5) 
s 2R' e 

Knowing the oxide layer thickness and the corresponding time, the oxidation rate and the 

corrosion rate or the scale removal rate can be obtained by EqA. 

The experimental data of kinds of stecls in flowing liquid lead were fitted by 

applying EqA. The results (kp and Rc) are given in Table 9 and the corresponding 

comparisons between the fitted curves and the experimental data points are shown in Fig. 

13. Clearly, the experimental data follows EqA very well. 

Taking into account that all the samples shown in Table 9 were tested under the 

same operating conditions, the scale removal rate, which only depends on the operating 

conditions and the oxide layer composition, should be very similar if the oxide contacting 

with lead has the same compositions despite of the steel compositions. This is true as 

shown in the table. For the austenitic steel treated by GESA and the ferritic steels, the 

oxide layer contacting with liquid lead is magnetite, resulting ina very similar scale 

removal rate. Based on the table, the magnetite layer is less protective than the spinel 

layer formed on the untreated austenitic steeL The treatment by GESA of the austenitic 

steel has significant effects on both the oxidation rate and the corrosion rate, and leads to 

higher values of oxidation and corrosion rate. The oxidation rate constant for ferritic 

steels are much greater than that for austenitic steels if the steel is not treated by GESA. It 

is still impossible to develop any correlation with oxygen content and flow rate based on 

the current experimental data of steels in flowing liquid lead. 

Compared with flowing liquid lead, more experimental data is available for 

flowing LBE. The experimental results are analyzed by using EqA and the results are 

given in Table 10, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. 

The figures show that the protective oxide layers obey the law given by EqA very 

well. The oxidation constants are in order of 10-17 which is consistent with these in air. 
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The corrosion/scale removal rates at steady state are in the order of 10-12 which are 

similar to those in flowing liquid lead. Considering that the steel surface recession rate 

depends on the scale removal rate (corrosion rate) only, the larger the corrosion rate, the 

faster will the surface recession rate be. 

EP823 steel has the lowest oxidation rate (avoids heavy oxidation) and the lowest 

corrosion rate (avoids high liquid metal corrosion) compared with other steels in the same 

condition as shown in Table 10. Therefore such steel seems to be the most suitable one 

for construal materials of the container for LBE. 

The table indicates that the oxidation constant and the corrosion rate are functions 

of the temperature, flow velocity, oxygen concentration, steel composition and the 

temperature difference. However, based on the table we can not get any correlations· 

because of the scarceness of the experimental data. 

The calculated thickness ofthe oxide layer at steady state is also in Table 10. If the 

thickness is very large such as the thickness for BA28 and EMIO at 743 K and HT9 at 

823K, the steady state cannot be reached because of the spallation. The spallation leads to 

a sudden high corrosion rate. So these steels are not good materials for a system with 

flowing LBE. 

6. Long Term Behaviors of Steels in Flowing liquid lead and LBE 

Knowing the oxidation constant and the scale removal rate by fitting available 

experimental data by EqA, the asymptotic oxide layer thickness or the steady state oxide 

layer thickness can be calculated using Eq.5, and the calculated results are shown in 

Table 9 for liquid lead and Table 10 for LBB. If it is assumed that the oxide layer 

becomes unstable when the oxide layer exceeds 40 pm, the corrosion-oxidation process 

cannot reach the steady state because spallation may occur periodically. If the thickness 

reaches its asymptotic value, the recession rate or the corrosion rate of the steel is 

determined by the scale removal rate which is a function of the flow conditions and the 

compositions of the oxide contacting with the liquids. 

A relation between the oxide layer thickness and the time was given by Tedmon61 
. 

as: 

t = !s [-0 -In (1- 0)], (6) 
c 
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where () is the non-dimensional thickness defmed by () = 0/Os. The curves of the oxide 

layer thickness as a function of exposure time for several steels given in Table 9 for 

liquid lead and Table 10 for LBE are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, respectively. 

In liquid lead at the conditions considered, the OPTFER, 1.478 (treated by 

GESA), 1.790 (treated by GESA) and EMIO steels reach the spallation thickness very 

quickly (less than 0.5 yr), which indicates that these steels cannot be selected as the 

structural materials for flowing liquid lead at 823K with a flow velocity of 1.9m1s and an· 

oxygen concentration of0.3-0.4ppm. 

Compared with other steels under the same condition, steel EP823 has not only the 

lowest scale removal rate but also the lowest scale growth rate as shown in Fig. 17. It 

takes about 26 years for EP823 to reach its steady state thickness which is thinner than 

the spallation thickness. T91, BA27 and Optifer steels also have steady state thickness 

less than the spallation thickness at 743K, but the oxide layer growth rate for these steels 

are much greater than that for EP823. The quick growth ofthe oxide layer may result in a 

loose oxide layer and a local stress that leads to poor protection for the substrate. For 

steel EMIO and BA28, the oxide layer quickly reaches the spallation limit resulting in a 

high corrosion rate, thus these two steel cannot be applied to LBE system even at a low 

temperature 743K. At 823 K, steels HT9, 1.4790 and D-9 cannot be selected because they 

quickly (about one year exposure) reach the spallation thickness. Stainless steel 316 

seems to be applicable under the two velocities of05m1s and 2m1s. 

7. Discussions 

7.1 Oxygen concentration effects 

Component distribution in the corrosion layer of steel in flowing liquid lead 

without oxygen and in the oxide layer of steel in the flowing liquid lead with oxygen38 is 

shown in Fig. 18. Clearly, for the case of low oxygen content, significant dissolution of 

the main components of the steel was observed and there is a lead penetration layer. It 

was reported that typical corrosion damage arises after removing chromium and nickel 

for austenitic steels38
• For the case of containing oxygen, no more significant depletion of 

the steel components in the area underneath the oxide layer, showing the oxide layer is 

protective. It should be noticed that the oxygen effect on the corrosion by liquid 
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leadlLBE is a function of the oxygen content as indicated by the experimental data. The 

effect can be classified into three categories38 as shown in Fig. 5: Corrosion zone, 

transition zone and oxidation zone. In the corrosion zone, the corrosion rate decreases 

with the oxygen concentration because of the fonnation of protective oxide layer. If the 

oxygen concentration exceeds a certain value as indicated in the figure, high oxidation 

results in damage of the steel, and in the oxidation zone the corrosion rate or the 

recession rate of the steel surface increases with oxygen concentration. 

7.2 Effects of the steel compositions 

At low oxygen concentration, the corrosion rate of steels in LBE depends on the 
; 

steel composition as shown in Fig. 19 for low alloyed steels63 
• The weight loss decreases 

with the alloying element Cr, Ti, Nb, Al and Si increasing. Compared with other elements, 

Al and Si have the most significant effects on increasing the steel corrosion resistance 

because of the fonnation ofAlISi oxide film even at low oxygen concentration. 

At high oxygen concentration, the thickness of the protective oxide layer also 

depends on alloying elements as shown in Fig. 20. The thickness decreases as the content 

of Cr, Si and Ti increases, indicating that the oxidation resistance increases with content 

of Cr, Si and Ti in the steel. Also, element Si has the most significant effect. It is well 

known that the oxide film of Si is very compact and protective. Once the oxide film of Si 

fonned, it can prevent the diffusion of other elements and then reduces the oxidation and 

corrosion rate. A thin protective oxide layer can avoid oxide spallation. 

The steel composition also affects the composition and structure of the protective 

layer. Experimental results indicate that a single-layer oxide film fonned on austenitic 

steels below 773K is composed of Fe-Cr spinel, while a duplex-layer fonned on 

austenitic steels above 773K and on martensitic steels for all the temperature considered 

have a magnetite outer layer and a Fe-Cr spinel inner layer (for example64
). 

The corrosion rate or the scale removal rate at steady state is also a function of the 

steel composition as shown in Table 9 and Table 10. Under the same experimental 

condition, different types of steel have different corrosion rates. Compared with other 

martensitic steels shown in the table, EP823 has the smallest corrosion rate. This can be 

attributed to the high content of Cr and Si in EP823. Because the experimental data are 
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still scarce, it is impossible to obtain any correlation between the corrosion rate and the 

steel composition of steels in flowing LBE with a protective oxide layer. 

7.3 Effects of flow velocity 

At steady state, the scale removal rate or the corrosion rate is determined only by 

the mass transfer rate which depends strongly on the flow velocity. Based on a corrosion 

Omodel28
, the corrosion rate is proportional to VO.6- .8 where V is the velocity. Therefore, 

increasing the flow velocity results in high corrosion rate, while on the other hand, 

increasing the velocity can lead to compact thin protective oxide layer, preventing the 

oxide spallation. By optimizing the liquid flow velocity, it is possible to obtain the 

protective oxide layer with acceptable corrosion rates. 

8. Conclusions 

This report reviewed the corrosion by liquid lead and lead-bismuth and the 

corrosion inhibitor for increasing the corrosion resistance of structural materials. Without 

protective methods applied, the heavy liquid metals/alloys are very corrosive to stainless 

steels, low-alloyed steels and carbon steels. Only Mo has high corrosion resistance and 

can be used as the container materials for liquid lead and lead-bismuth. Compared with 

liquid lead and lead-bismuth, liquid bismuth is more corrosive at the same operation 

conditions. 

For metallic inhibitors, the mechanism of inhibition is the formation of protective 

layer of nitrides or carbides by the chemical reactions between the added inhibitors with 

the minor elements in the structural materials such as carbon and nitrogen. Zr and Ti are 

effective metallic inhibitors for carbon steels and low-alloy steels, while stainless steels 

the inhibition efficiency is very low. 

Oxygen is an effective non-metallic inhibitor for stainless steels in liquid lead and 

lead-bismuth. The oxygen control technology has been studied a lot to increase the 

corrosion resistance of structural materials. The inhibition efficiency is affected by the 

operation conditions such as the controlled oxygen concentration, the flow velocity, 

temperature, the compositions of the structural materials, etc .. 

When the operating temperature is lower the 500°C, the oxide layer formed on the 

steel surface by controlling the oxygen concentration in the liquid is protective. The layer 
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may have a single- or double-layer structure, which depends on the substrate steel type. 

With the temperature increasing above 550°C, most of the steels considered in this report 

have a high oxidation rate resulting in a fast growth ofthe oxide layer. The layer becomes 

unstable and the oxidation itself becomes a problem. The corrosion rate is also increased 

by increasing the operating temperature. Among the steels considered, EP823 has the best 

compatibility with liquid lead and lead-bismuth under oxygen controlled conditions. By· 

fitting the experimental data to a corrosion model, the oxidation constant, the corrosion 

rate and the steady state oxide layer thickness were obtained. At the same operation 

conditions, EP823 has both lowest oxidation and corrosion rate. 

If the oxide layer thickness reaches its steady state value in a short term and the 

steady state thickness is thicker than the defined stable thickness, this oxide layer is not 

protective for long-term applications because the unexpected spallation results in a higher 

corrosion rate. Increasing the flow velocity can leads to a thin and compact oxide layer in 

some cases, however, it can also result in a higher corrosion rate. It is possible to 

optimize the flow velocity to obtain a compact protective layer with an acceptable 

corrosion rate for long-term operations. 

Steel composition plays important roles on both corrosion and oxidation rates. 

Without inhibitor, the corrosion rate decreases with the content of alloying element Cr, Ti, 

Nb, AI and Si increasing. With proper oxygen control, the protective oxide thickness 

decreases as the content of Cr, Si and Ti in the steel increasing. 

Finally, it is necessary to point out that the available experimental data are very 

scatted and insufficient to develop corrosion correlations between oxidation/corrosion 

rates and factors that affect the steel compatibility with liquid lead and lead-bismuth for 

nuclear power applications. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 Relative corrosion (mg/cm21h) of steels in bismuth and lead. Temperature 800°C, 

Temperature difference 100°C. 

Table 2 Corrosion rate (mglcm2/week) in liquid bismuth9 

Table 3 Corrosion of Croloy 1-114 steel 

Table 4 Corrosion of iron in inhibited bismuth temperature 750°C and temperature 

difference 50°C. 

Table 5 Materials and test data after exposed to liquid lead at 823 K. 

Table 6 Summary of the experimental results of steel tested in stagnant liquid lead 

Table 7 Experimental data of steels exposed to flowing liquid lead 

Table 8 Summary of the experimental results of steel tested in stagnant LBE 

Table 9 Fitted oxidation constant and the corrosion rate for various of steels in flowing 

liquid lead at 823K with a flow velocity of 1.9m/s and an oxygen concentration of0.3

OAppm. 

Table 10 Fitted oxidation constants and corrosion rate for several steels in flowing LBE. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Corrosion rate against combined Ni and Mn. Experimental results from a loop with 

maximal temperature 600°C and!1T 100°C. 

Fig. 2 Corrosion rate as function content(lb,2b)/activity (la,2a) ofBi. la, 18Cr-9Ni-type 

stainless steels, lb:, 2a,2b: low-alloy highest-creep-strenth steels 0.S-2.0%CrMoV. The 

results were from a loop with a maximal temperature 600°C with a temperature 

difference 140-1S0°C and a flow velocity 1.0-1.S cm/s. SOO ppm Mg was added to the 

liquid to get the oxygen. 

Fig. 3 teel corrosion as function of temperature in Pb (l), Pb-Bi (2) and Bi (3) deoxidized 

with SOOppm Mg (a,b) or with 20-100ppm TiiSr corrosion inhibitor+ SOOppm Mg (c,d) 

with a ISO °c temperature gradient and flow velocity of 1.0-1.Scm/s. (la,2a,2d,3a) 

carbon and low-alloy CrMo V (up to 2% Cr) steels; (l b,2b) 18Cr-9Ni-type stinless steels; 

(2c) Steels contining 3-S% CrMoWN; (2e) Corrosion ofmetal Ti in Pb-Bi. 

Fig. 4 Microphotography of (a) attack ofa 2CrSiMoV steel after 300 hours in LBE 

without inhibitor and (b) protect ofa CrMo V steel after 6000 hours in LBE with 10-40 

ppm Ti. Both ofthe experiments were carried out at 600°C with 300-S00 Mg added for 

oxygen gette~o. 

Fig. 5 Oxygen concentration effects on corrosion behavior of steels in flowing pure lead 

after 3000 hours at SSO°C 

Fig. 6 Cross section ofa corrosion layer grown on uncoated F82H exposed to molten lead 

at 793 K for 2000 h. The left side of the layer shows a fracture section (A: steel; B: Cr

depleted steel; C: Me304 with Me.Fe, Cr; D: Fe304 embedding small particles oflead). 

Fig. 7 Distributions ofelements in oxide films on the surface ofFE-l6Cr-l Al alloys on 

holding for 1000 hours in liquid lead with 0.48 ppm oxygen 

Fig. 8 Oxide growth on steels exposed to flowing lead at 823K 

Fig. 9 Cross-section ofAISI316L steel exposed to LBE with oxygen saturated at 823K 

Fig. 10 Cross-section ofODS-M steel through the surface regions of the LBE containing 

O.Olppm at 823K for SOOO hours. 

Fig. 11 SEM cross-section of AISI 316L after tested of2000 hours. Bright inclusions 

consist ofPb/Bi alloy enriched in Bi. 
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Fig. 12 SEM corss-section of 1.4790 steel after 2000 hours 

Fig. 13 Comparisons between fitted results (lines) and experimental data (symbols) 

Fig. 14 Comparisons between the fitting results (lines) and experimental results 

(symbols) at a condition with a velocity of 1.9m/s, an oxygen concentration of 0.01-0.02 

ppm and a temperature of 743K. 

Fig. 15 Comparisons between the fitting results (lines) and experimental results 

(symbols), condition 1: V =1.9mls ,co =0.02 - 0.03ppm, r =823K; condition 2: 

V =0.5mls ,co =O.Olppm ,r =823K. 

Fig. 16 Variations ofthe thickness ofthe oxide layer formed on the surface of steels in a 

flowing liquid lead with a flow velocity of 1.9m/s and and oxygen concentration of03

O.4ppm at 823 K. 

Fig. 17 (a) Long term behaviors ofsteels given in Table 10 at 743 K; (b) Long term 

behaviors ofsteels given in Table 10 at 823K. For stainless steel 316, the -1 represents 

the case with a velocity 0.5 m/s and -2 represents the case with a velocity 2m/s 

Fig. 18 Composition of corrosion layer on 15Cr-llNi-3Si-MoNb steel to low content 

oxygen lead for 2000 hours and of the scale on 15-Cr-l1Ni-3Si-Mo steel exposed to 

flowing lead for 4000 hour at 823K. 

Fig. 19 Effect ofalloying elements on low alloy steel corrosion in LBE at 873 K and a 

velocity 6m/s. 

Fig. 20 Effects of the alloys element on the thickness ofthe protective oxide layer. 
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Table 1 
Bismuth 

Steel No inhibitor 

O.3%C steel 1 
Mild steel 1 
CRM6 1.3 
13%Cr-Fe 1.5 
18Cr-8Ni SS 2.0 

With 500ppm Zr 

0.01 
0.01 
0.25 
0.42 
0.42 

Lead 
No inhibitor With 500ppm Ti 

0.032 0.001 
0.034 0.001 
0.030 0.001 
0.036 0.003 
0.038 0.017 



Table 2. 
Steel Bi withMg Bi withMg Bi withMg 

added at 700 andZradded andZradded 
°C with at 700°C with at 800°C with 

flT =50 °C flT =50°C flT 80°C 
89348 185 <1 144 


(nitrided) 


(0.7524) 


(0.7824) 


0.7682 224 <1 225 

57818 237 <1 270 

Mo-Cr 207 <1 280 

19477 238 <1 300 

CRM6 245 <1 330 


86217 245 <1 366 

Mo-V 245 <1 400 


Mild steel 204 <1 400 

23021 246 <1 400 

CRMO 255 <1 510 

CRM6 249 3 


CRM6 277 32 


Chrom Va-W 233 65 

008853 257 65 


1.89%Si-Fe 177 55 

12%Cr-Fe 298 87 


18-8 SS 417 87 

Fe 213 195 




400-550 

625 

Table 3 
Temperature 
(0C) 
500-625 

350-650 
200-400 
500-650 

Time 
(hours) 
<1000 

1000-5000 

<100 

<5000 
<10000 
<10000 

Inhibitor 

No 

No 

No 

Tiadded 
No 
Zradded 

Results 

Severe 
corrosion 
Severe 
corrosion 
Severe 
corrosion 
No corrosion 
No corrosion 
No corrosion 



Table 4 
Carbon % Nitrogen % C+N% Weight loss 

(mg) 
0.0041 0.0288 0.0698 170 
0.085 0.0288 0.1138 30 
0.234 0.0288 0.2628 <1 
0.0041 0.0385 0.0426 141 
0.041 0.31 0.3141 33 



Table 5 
Steel 

OPTFER 

treatment 

Original 
GESA 

Al-

Time 
(h) 

3000 
3000 
1500 

Inner 
layer 
(pm) 

20 
16 

none 

Outer 
layer 
(pm) 

15 
15 

none 

Diffusion 
layer (pm) 

10 
8 

none 

1.4970 
allo,Yed 
Original 
GESA 

Al

3000 
3000 
1500 

10 
6 

none 

6 
6 

none 

12 
3 

none 
allo,Yed 



Table 6 
Steel Temp. 

(K) 
Oxygen 
(ppm) 

Time 
(h) 

Thickness 
(pm) 

Composition 

1.4790 823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

2.5 
4.0 
12 

Duplex structure, outer layer: Fe304, 
Inner layer: Fe2+{Fel_/'·Crx3+h04+Pb, 
oxygen diffusion zone 

1.4790
GESA 

823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

3.0 
5.0 
6.0 

Duplex structure, outer layer: Fe304. 
Inner layer: Fe2+(Fel_x3+CrX3+)204+Pb, 
oxygen diffusion zone 

1.4790
alumized 

823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

None 
None 
None 

20Kh13 923 0.1-0.4 3000 Very thin Intennediate layer: Same compositions as 
the steel+Pb, oxide layer: FeCr204 + 
Cr203 compounds 

20Kh13 923 Sat. 50 
100 
200 
500 

12 
17 
25 
30 

Duplex structure, outer layer: (Fel_ 
xPbJOoFe203; inner layer:(Fel_xPbx)O 
o(Fel_yCry)203' 

IAISI316L 737 Sat 700 
1200 

None 
2-4 

Fe(Fel_xCrx)20 4 

EP823 923 0.01-0.1 3500 <0.1 Duplex layer, outer layer: Fe-based oxide 
compounds; inner layer: Cr-based oxide. 

Mod.F82H 793 Sat 2000 
3700 

I -20 
-40 

Duplex oxide layer, outcr layer: 
Fe304+Pb, inner layer (Fe Cr)304. 

737 Sat 700 
1200 

8 
20 

Duplex oxide layer, outer layer: 
Fe304+Pb, inner layer Fe(Fel_xCrx)204 

Mod. F82H 
aluminized 

793 Sat 2000 
3700 

None 
None 

OPTIFER 823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

12 
17.5 
30 

Duplex structure, outer layer: Fe304, 
inner layer: Fe-Cr spinel, oxygen 
diffusion zone 

OPTIFER 
GESA 

823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

11 
17.5 
31 

Duplex structure, outer layer: Fe304. 
inner layer: Fe-Cr spinel, oxygen 
diffusion zone 

OPTIFER 
AI-alloyed 

823 0.06 800 
1500 
3000 

None 
None 
None 

Fe-16Cr 923 Sat 17 30, then 
exfoliatio 
n 

Outer lyer Fe304 +Cr203 particles +Pb 

Fe-16Cr 923 0.48 1000 Not 
measure 

Four different zones 

Fe-16Cr
1AI 

923 Sat 13 20 then 
exfoliatio 
n 

Outer layer Fe304 +Cr203 particles +Pb 

Fe-16Cr
1AI 

923 0.48 1000 50-60 Four different zones 



Table 7 
Steel Temp. 

(K) 
AT Oxygen 

(ppm) 
Velocity 
(mls) 

Time 
(h) 

Thickness 
(pm) 

Composition 

1.4948 
GESA 

823 150 0.3-0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

30.13 
41.03 
40.38 

Duplex structure; outer 
layer: Fe304; inner layer: 
Fe-Cr spineL 

1.4948 823 150 0.3-0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

5.77 
6.41 
7.05 

Single layer 

1.4970 
GESA 

823 150 0.3-0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

30.13 
34.62 
36.54 

Duplex structure; outer 
layer: Fe304; inner layer: 
Fe-Cr spinel. 

1.4970 823 150 0.3-0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

5.77 
6.41 
7.05 

Single layer 

OPTIFER 823 150 0.3~0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

38.46 
44.87 
49.36 

Duplex structure; outer 
layer: Fe304; inner layer: 
Fe-Cr spinel. And oxygen 
diffusion layer 

EMIO 823 150 0.3-0.4 1.9 1027 
2000 
3027 

28.21 
34.62 
36.54 

Duplex structure; outer 
layer: Fe304; inner layer: 
Fe-Cr spinel. And oxygen 
diffusion layer 

ICr-l.5Si
1 

823 
MoV 

200 0.001-1 0.5-3 3000 16-18 

9Cr-L5Si
MoV 

200 0.001-1 0.5-3 3000 3.0-24 I 
16Cr-llNi
3Mo 

823 200 0.001-1 0.5-3 I 3000 3.0-26 I 

15Cr-llNi
3Si-MoNb 

823 200 0.001-1 0.5-3 3000 
6500 
10000 
13500 

3.0-15 
17.5 
20 
22 

9Crr -1.5Ni
1.5Si
MoNb 

823 200 0.00l~1 0.5-3 3000 
6500 
9000 

20 
27 
39 

16Cr-llNi
3Mo 

823 200 0.001-1 0.5-3 3000 
3250 
3800 
9500 

20.0 
27.0 
32.5 
70.00 

lCr-L5Si
MoV 

823 200 0.001-1 0.5-3 3000 
9500 
13500 

60-80 
110-140 
135.00 



Table 8 


Steel Temp. Oxygen Time (h) Thickness Description 
(K) (ppm) (pm) 

AISI316L 573 Saturated 5000 <1 Single layer: Fe(Fel_xCrx)Z04. 
673 Saturated 5000 <I Single layer: Fe(Fel_xCrxh04. 
749 Saturated 1200 2-4 Single layer: Fe(Fel_xCrx)Z04. 
823 Saturated 1500 Very thin In few areas: very thin oxide, 

3000 Vetythin liquid metal penetration. 
823 Saturated 550 7-8 Outer layer: Fe304, Inner layer: 

1000 7-8 Fe(Fel_xCrx)204+Ni 
i 316 723 Saturated 3000 - No corrosion and oxidation 

823 Saturated 3000 Very thin Ferric layer formation 
304L 723 4.7 1500 - Minor dissolution for the lower 

0.0008 2400 - oxygen concentration 
873 4.7 100 <1 

1500 Carbide precipitation 
0.008 Excellent behavior 

F82H 749 Saturated 700 18 Outer layer: Fe304+Pb, Inner 
1200 34 layer: Fe(Fel_xCrx)Z04. 

MANETII 573 Saturated 5000 <1 
673 Saturated 1500 I Outer layer: Fe304, Inner layer: 

5000 5 Fe(Fel_xCrx)204. 
749 Saturated 700 11 Outer layer: Fe304, Inner layer: 

1200 16 Fe(Fel_xCrxhO". 
823 Saturated 1500 Very thin Liquid metal penetration 

3000 Very thin 
5000 Very thin 

T91 823 Saturated 550 7 
1000 12 



Table 9 

Steel kp X 1017 (m2 Is) 
Rc 

xlO12(mls) mmlyr 
/iss (Jim) 

1.4790 1.68 0.89 0.021 9.40 
1.4748 1.68 0.89 0.021 9.40 

1.4 79 by GESA 
1.4748 by GESA 

OPTIFER 

47.5 
49.2 
72.9 

4.92 
4.26 
5.31 

0.114 
0.099 
0.124 

48.3 
57.8 
68.6 

EM10 39.6 3.99 0.093 48.6 



Table 10 
Steel T VT V Oxygen kp Rc °ss

(K) (K) (m/s) (ppm) x 1017m2/s x 101~m/s mm/yr (pm) 

T91 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 5.043 1.052 0.033 23.9 
Optifer 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 10.51 1.781 0.056 29.5 
EP823 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 1.124 0.1572 0.0049 35.8 
BA27 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 3.804 0.6833 0.021 27.8 
BA28 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 3.048 0.1639 0.0052 93.0 
EM 10 743 210 1.9 0.01-0.02 6.143 0.2942 0.0093 104.4 

316 823 0.5 0.01 10.36 1.523 0.048 34.0 
316 823 300 1.9 0.02-0.03 6.241 0.7980 0.025 39.1 

1.4790 823 0.5 0.01 15.62 1.374 0.043 56.9 
HT9 733 300 1.9 0.02-0.03 3.754 0.3546 0.011 52.9 
HT9 823 300 1.9 0.02-0.03 13.95 0.1857 0.0058 375.6 
D9 823 300 1.9 0.02-0.03 21.72 2.218 0.069 49.0 
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